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:

REPORT
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF BOWDOIN COLEEGE.
To

and Overseers of Bowdoin College

the Trustees

honor to present the following report for the year

I have the

1891-92

Two members

:

of the Governing Boards of the college

have been removed by death

—Hon. Joseph

Titcomb and George

Both were men who had long been
identified with the business interests of the college, and both had
given liberally of their time, strength, and knowledge to the man-

Edwin

Bartol Jackson, Esq.

agement of

its

college from

Mr. Titcomb was Treasurer of

finances.

1873

to

1K74.

the

During; the recent absence of the

Mr. Jackson performed the duties of
office.
The painstaking fidelity with which Mr. Jackson has
years performed his duties as a member of the finance com-

present Treasurer in Europe,
the
for

mittee

merits

the

grateful

recognition of

every friend of the

There was no member of either board who stood more

college.

ready to serve the college or whose financial knowledge and

skill

rendered his services more valuable.

The

first

consideration of a college

properly prepared.

In

this

to

have

its

students

Bowdoin College is sadly
Maine is in a transitional and

respect

Secondary education

deficient.

is

in

The academies have been permitted to decline,
high schools have not become sufficiently numerous, nor

chaotic condition.

and the

in all cases sufficiently developed, to take their place.

Bowdoin

College has two fitting schools, both of which have an honored and
useful history.

mer.

much

For

Both celebrate

their centennial

the

coming sum-

these schools the college has not been able to do as

ought.
The recognition of the importance of Fryeburg
Academy, and Washington Academy at East Machias, as fitting
as

it
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schools for

Bowdoin College, and

endowment

as they are about to enter

their

and

work,

is

adequate equipment and

their

upon the second century of
an urgent duty which the college owes both to them

to herself.

There are many other academies

in

the

State

which have

rendered the college excellent service in the thorough preparation

many

would welcome a
closer union with the college, provided we were able to give them
such financial aid as would enable them to do the work of prepIt is impossible to
aration in a thoroughly satisfactory manner.
In

of students.

divert

I

to

cases these academies

such a purpose

commend

Maine the cause of
would welcome money given to it for

The

college

development of designated

the

money given

given directly to the college.

friends of education in

to the

these schools.

funds

fitting schools, quite as heartily as

The

directly to itself.

college,

if

able to control

special funds for these schools, could so far control the schools as
to insure the wise investment of funds, the breadth

and thorough-

ness of the course of instruction, and the employment of competent

Money

teachers.

which

shall

given to the college for the benefit of schools

be vitally connected with the college, will do more for

more for the schools, and more
than the same money given directly, either

the college,

In order

college.

and

also to

of these schools,

show the sources from which the college draws

students

who have

presented

is

entered

ten years and pursued a portion,

if

prepared at the following sehools

:

Portland High School,
Bridgton Academy,

.

...
.

Bangor High School,
Lincoln Academy,
Brunswick High School,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coburn Classical Institute,
Bath High School,
Edward Little High School,

33

:

Bowdoin College during

not

all,

its

the

last

of the regular course, were

Fryeburg Academy,

.

.

.13

.27 Freeport High School,
13
.25 Cony High School, Augusta,
12
.20 Washington Academy,
.10
18 GrOrham High School,
.10
.

.

.

.

.

.

....

Auburn,

Maine

to the schools or to the

to call attention to the claims

students, the following table

The

for education in

.

.

.

.

....

17

Saco High School,

15

Phillips Exeter Academy,
Maine Wesleyan Seminary,

14

.

Kent's Hill,

.

<)

8

8

.
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Westbrook Seminary,
Rockland High School,

Thayer Academy,
Thornton Academy,
Westford Academy,
Alfred High School,
Anson Academy,
Berlin High School,
Boothbay Harbor High School,
Brooklyn Preparatory School,
Buffalo High School,
Caribou High School,
Chauncey Hall School,
Chelsea High School,
Chicago High School,
Dexter High School,
Foxcroft Academy,

.

Hallowell Classical School,

Franklin Family School,

Maine Central Institute,
Biddeford High School,
Farmington High School,
Gould's Academy,
Lewiston High School,
.

Nichols Latin School,

.

Boston Latin School,
Bridgton High School,

.

Hebron Academy,
Richmond High School,
.

.

Ricker Classical Institute,

Dummer Academy,

.

Greeley Institute,

.

Wilton Academy,

Haverhill High School,

Yarmouth High School,
Belfast High School,
Deering High School,
Gardiner High School,
The May School,
New Hampton Institute,
Phillips Andover Academy

Lawrence High School,
Leicester Academy,
Limington Academy,
New Bedford High School
Newton High School,
Ohjtown High School,
Partridge Academy,
Peabody High School,

.

.

.

St.

John's School,

.

.

.

.

.

Thomaston High School,
Berwick Academy,
Cape Elizabeth High School,
Middleboro High School,
Norway High School,

Pennell Institute,

Riverview Academy,

.

Westbrook High School,
Wobnrn High School,
Worcester Academy,
.

.

Portland Latin School,

.

Sixteen were prepared by private tutors.

Students have been admitted to advanced standing
© from the following
©
colleges

:

Amherst

College,

Bates College,

....
....
'.

.

Colby University,

Dartmouth College,

.

.

.

1

10

Harvard College,

....

Tufts College,

1
1

New

Brunswick,

5

University of

1

Wesleyan University,

1

1
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From

this table

appears that of four hundred and thirty-

it

Freshman class since 1 <SS1 two
hundred and twenty-three, or more than one-half, were prepared
and of this number two hundred and
in thirty-nine high schools
nine students admitted to the

,

;

eleven were prepared in twenty-eight high schools in the

State

of Maine.

Of

the two hundred prepared in academies and Latin schools,

one hundred and sixty-seven, or five-sixths of the number, were
prepared

Maine academies, and thirty-three in
State.
Hence it appears that in number of

twenty-five

in

academies out of the

students furnished to the college, these classes of institutions stand
in the following order

academies
tutors

fifth,

;

first,

Maine high

schools

academies out of the State

third,

;

:

;

second,

Maine

fourth,

private

important to consider what

we may

;

high schools out of the State.

In view of these facts

it is

reasonably require of these Maine high schools and academies.

These high schools and academies of Maine have sent
lege on an average seven students in ten years.

these schools

Bowdoin College

students prepared
safe to

;

to the col-

From some

of

receives a small fraction of the

from others, nearly

all.

On

an average

it

assume that Bowdoin College receives one-quarter of

we add

is

all

number of
women equal to the number of men who enter Bowdoin College,
we shall make a fair allowance for the number of women fitting
Multiplying the number entering
for college in these schools.
Bowdoin College by five we have thirty-five students in ten years,
or less than four a year, as the average number fitting for college
in each class in the average high school and academy in Maine.
male students prepared

Our

in these schools.

If

a

present requirements for admission compel these three or

four scholars to be

made

into a class

by themselves.

They con-

sequently take a disproportionate part of the time of the teachers,

and they take an undue proportion of the public money of towns
supporting high schools, and of the funds of small academies.

shown conclusively by a
table kindly furnished me by Mr. Daniel E. Owen, of Thornton
Academy, Saco. Six high schools, having an average attendance
of one hundred and seven scholars, have an average of two and
That

this

is

not merely speculation

is
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Yet though the proportion of stuonly two and three-tenths per cent, of

five-tenths entering college.

dents entering college

is

number of

the whole

the classical course

is

students, the proportion of time given to

thirty-two and three-tenths per cent.

It

is

a

frequent complaint of principals of schools and academies that the

nature of the requirements for admission to college compels them
to give to the other

departments of the school inferior teachers,

inadequate attention, and imperfect equipment.

Nor

make up

of boys do not
lege

A

the evil to the school the only evil.

is

their

number

large

minds that they wish

enter col-

to

near the end of their course in the high school or

until

Then

academy.

too late.

it is

The course of study which they

have been pursuing receives no recognition from the

Every year a considerable proportion of students
and academies are diverted from the colleges
technology or into business,
to recognize

modern languages and

in these schools

schools of

into

simply because the colleges refuse

of the

value

the

college.

training they

have received

science as an equivalent for

in

any part of the

Referring to this matter in a widely discussed

classical course.

paper, Mr. F. A. Hill, principal of the Cambridge English High

School, says

:

"I wish

to

tional relations, a sharp
practice,

a

emphasize a serious defect

in

our educa-

and unfortunate difference of opinion and

condition hurtful alike to the great majority of our

The

high schools and to the colleges.
the two hundred

and

great majority of pupils in

high schools

fifty

of Massachusetts are

pursuing a course of study that was not framed with the college
in

view, and so does not connect with

it.

There

it

stands, this

course of study, the expression of the people's will and the desire

of nearly
those

all

who aim

who aim

to

preparatory course.

go through the high

to

go no higher,

During

my

it

is

school.

superior to

the college

teaching I have signed

numbers a thousand diplomas, nine hundred of them
against

whom

knew nothing

the college doors have been

coldly

For

in

round

for pupils

shut.

They

would have required from one to
three years additional work to meet the demands of the college
that was frost enough to nil) any delicate, tardy bud of college
of Greek.

It

:

aspiration.

A

training suited

to

a

person

whose course must

BOW DO IN COLUBGE
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cease after four years in the high school ought to be worth follow-

ing

iij)

in the college,

mind and

desire to

should the high school graduate change his

Our

go higher.

colleges should connect with

the high school system all along the upper line."

a

These words of a graduate of Bowdoin College who has won
first rank among the teachers of our secondary schools arc rep-

resentative of a wide-spread

and fast-growing sentiment through-

out the entire educational world.

and academies,

in the interest of

In the interest of our schools

boys

who do

not think of a college

course until the inspiration of the academy or high school arouses
the desire for higher education, in the interest of liberal education
for the largest

number of those who

are willing: to avail them-

advantages, in the interest of harmonious and helpful

selves of

its

relations

between the colleges and the schools,

recommend

educational progress, I

in the interest

of

that the Faculty be authorized

Greek an equivalent in a modern language, or a modern language and a science.
If this is done I shall recommend elementary instruction in Greek
in the Freshman year for such as desire to begin Greek after

to offer as an alternative for the requirement in

entering college.

be possible to relieve the smaller

It will thus

schools of the burden of preparing small classes in this subject,

same time
college without Greek
and

at

the

it

will

be possible for a person entering

to take

all

the

Greek the

college offers

before he graduates.

In case

this

plan

who can

acquire

ability to

maintain

is

adopted, the college will

still

advise

all

Greek before
coming to college to do so. Those who enter without Greek will
Greek will always be
be encouraged to begin the study at once.
The most
one of the foundation stones of a literary education.
Wherever Greek
symmetrical education is impossible without it.
has been compelled to stand upon its merits, it has vindicated its
an elementary knowledge of

itself

without the protection of an arbitrary

The question the college is
not whether Greek is. essential to the

upon

to consider

requirement.

called

is

highest education, but

whether the college will give as good an education as can be given
without preparation in Greek before entering college to those
are so situated that they cannot prepare in

who

Greek without great
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expense and inconvenience either to themselves, or to the schools

which prepare them.

Onr

present

of conducting entrance examinations

mode

is

a

compromise between the examination by the college and the cerIt has some of the disadvantages
tificate of the preparatory school.
of both methods.
charge,

It is

suspicion, if not the actual

to the

Whether admission by examination

of unfairness.

admission by certificate

As

open

is

the better

method

is

or

an open question.

a matter of fact, with the exception of Harvard and Yale,

admission by certificate to some extent and in some form
almost universal practice of the
students from

all

New England

mouth, Brown, Wellesley, and Williams on the
principal of the preparatory school,

the

Now that

colleges.

Maine are admitted

the best schools in

is

to

Dart-

certificates of the

not wise to return to the

it is

method of requiring all candidates to come to Brunswick for
Admission on certificate from approved and careexamination.
old

fully

examined schools

is

the only alternative.

recommend

I accordingly

that the Faculty be authorized to

accept the certificate of principals of such schools as ask for the
privilege of entering students
the

work of

their schools

on

certificate,

and are willing

examined from time

to time

to

have

by members

The advantages of this plan are concisely
presented by President Angell, who has watched the working of

of the college Faculty.

this

He

diploma relation in the University of Michigan since 1870.
says

:

" Very great advantages both

to the schools

university have followed from this plan.

The

visit

and

to the

of the com-

mittee furnished a healthful stimulus to both teachers and pupils
in

the

The presence of

schools.

faculty encourages

To many
seemed

a child

and

who

visitors

incites pupils to enter

from the university

upon

collegiate

work.

has never visited a college town the college

inaccessible, almost mythical.

Neither the child nor his

parents have dared to cherish the hope that he could enter upon a
college course,

much

less

complete

it.

But the encouraging word

of the college professor, the opportunity to inquire about the cost,
the advantages, the conditions of college

life,

reveal to the scholars

the possibility and the usefulness of taking collegiate training, and
often fix in

him and

in

his

parents the resolve to push on and

lioWDOTN COLLEGE
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secure

The

it.

college or university

and we may say

is

thus brought to the notice

to the very doors of all in the

town.

Moreover,

coming of the committee is frequently made the occasion of
public meeting in which some educational topic is discussed.
It

the

easy to see that in some or

all

of these ways the school

is

a
is

greatly

benefited.

"On

hand the university receives marked advantages.
The faculty are able to appreciate by going to the schools the
embarrassments under which the teachers are endeavoring to do
the other

They keep in touch with the schools. The number
of students sent up by the schools is increased.
They are, on the

their

work.

By

whole, better prepared than they would otherwise be.

the

harmonious co-operation of school and university the grade of
preparatory work

is

more rapidly

raised than

it

would be without

this relationship."

The
vital

'
'

diploma relation

" here

contemplated

and intimate than a promiscuous "

is

certificate

something more
system."

It

is

a real union of the college with such important schools within the
State as arc willing to

come

into friendly

and helpful

relations

In view of the financial strength and excellent

with the college.

teaching force of Thornton Academy, at Saco, and in view of the
recent election of an overseer of the college as the president of

Board of Trustees, the Faculty, in response to an invitation
from the principal of the academy, felt justified in sending one of
its

our professors as an examiner to the school
fessor spent the

day

in visiting the classes,

this year.

and

in the

The pro-

evening read

a selection from the Odyssey to the students and friends of the

academy.
in

our two

Academy.

We

method of examination
Fryeburg Academy and Washington

have decided to adopt

fitting

schools,

this

There are several schools near the head of the

list

given above with which such a connection might be formed to our

mutual advantage.

The only change
year

work

is

permanent chairs of instruction this
His
occasioned by the resignation of Professor Lawton.

in the

in the

department of Latin has been thoroughly satisfactory

and eminently successful.

He

has awakened an interest

in

the 1

study in the lower classes and aroused a high degree of enthusiasm

REPORT OF PRESIDENT

among

He

the advanced students.

has given a very profitable

course upon methods of teaching elementary

an elective division of Seniors
in

who expect

high schools and academies.

11

Greek and Latin

to

to teach these subjects

Professor

Lawton came

to us

with the expectation and understanding that he would remain for

A

a period of years.

very attractive offer to do literary rather

than linguistic work at a considerable increase of salary came to

him which he desired to accept. It did not seem best to insist on
his remaining- at what he would consider a sacrifice of his interests
and with the advice of the member of the trustees who is most
;

familiar with the facts, I consented to his acceptance of the position
offered him.

The course of study has been undergoing constant and gradual
modification during the past five years.
The elective principle has
been extended from one-eighth to seven-sixteenths of the course.

As soon

as

we

are able to provide additional electives, in science,

English literature, history, and modern languages,

make

it is

desirable to

the Junior year three-fourths instead of one-half elective.

That

will

Beyond

make

the entire course half required and half elective.

that limit

it

would not be wise or prudent

to

advance in

the direction of electives at present.
It

is

my

custom to receive the choices of

from the students individually, and
fullest discussion

electives in person

to give opportunity for the

of the grounds of choice.

Experience shows

that the students, acting with the advice of parents

much more

choose

wisely for themselves than any body of

could choose for them.
college course
entirely

around

is
it.

and professors,

The

circle of studies represented

men
in

The aim

to give

everybody a

little

of every-

thing results in superficiality in everything and thoroughness

The

a

too vast for any individual to attempt to reach

in

must take students far enough into some
few subjects to give them the flavor of investigation, and the
inspiration which comes from dealing with problems at first-hand.
nothing.

This

is

college

impossible without considerable freedom of election.

With

work has come a corresponding increase in
number of graduates who carry on their work into the univer-

the increase of elective
the

sities

and there take higher degrees.

It

has become the rule rather

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
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than the exception for the best scholars

The

upon graduate study.

in

each department to enter

college gives no graduate instruction,

do

feeling that the universities can

and believing that we owe our

this far better

entire time

than the college,

and strength

to

the

undergraduates.

The

past year has been one of unparalleled benefactions to the

The

college.

greater portion

'of

Fayerweather bequest of

the

The bequest of $400,000 from the
$100,000 has been paid in.
late Mrs. Catherine M. Garcelon, of Oakland, Cal., was announced
to the college

on New- Year's day.

The prompt

action of the

and the wise counsel of the finance committee, approved
and adopted by the boards at a special meeting, have placed our

treasurer

interests in this bequest in a very favorable position,

and there

is

every reason to expect that the noble purpose of Dr. Merritt and

Mrs. Garcelon will be realized

to the college without diminution

or delay.

The conditions of the bequest are wisely broad.
The entire
sum must be invested in conservative securities, and only the

A

income can be used.

added

small portion of the income

to the principal annually.

The one expressed wish of

the donors

is

that there shall be

No

due consideration of the claims of needy students.

made as to
large number
is

the

way

in

of students

be absent from

Work
for

which aid

who

Many

to earn their education.
to

positions

in

It

reading-room, and

other

render

service to

this

bequest

is

obliged

would be

better

to establish twelve

with the library, the laboratories, the

connection

substantial

now

year in teaching.

at the college

would be easy

buildings, in

which a student could

the college.

I

recommend

that

received the college establish twelve scholar-

ships of an annual value of

$200 each, and that the holders of

these scholarships shall render to the college such services as

be required, as a partial equivalent for the aid received.

may

These

would save the college a considerable amount now
they would enable the most promising
these services

scholarships

spent for

a

that they can

of these students are

college a portion of the

better for us.

all

stipulation

There are

shall be given.

are willing to do

which they could do here

them and

when

to be

is

;

:
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of the needy students to pay their expenses without incurring the
serious loss which always follows prolonged absence

and they would be
to the distribution

free

from college

money

of large sums of

as direct gifts.

Dr. Merritt was himself a poor boy, and acquired

by

his

own

I

exertions.

am

own

efforts, rather

his fortune

sure that his desire to help poor

boys in gaining an education was the desire to
their

;

from the objections which always apply

assist

them

in

than to relieve them from the necessity of

make Bowdoin College a place
where an education is given away to every one who applies for it.
It is highly desirable that Bowdoin College shall be a place where
any boy, who combines a desire for an education with good
effort.

mental
shall

It

not desirable to

is

high moral

ability,

purpose,

and willingness

to

work,

have an opportunity to earn an education for himself, under

which

circumstances

will

down

break

neither

his

health

nor

Such a system of
working scholarships, which the forethought and generosity of
Dr. Merritt and his sister makes possible, is the best use to which
impair the value of the education he obtains.

we can

put $50,000, or one-quarter of the

sum which

the bequest

assigns to the literary department of the college.

The most magnificent gift which the college has ever received
is the Walker Art Building, presented by the Misses Mary Sophia
and Harriet Sarah Walker, of Waltham, Mass. The origin and
the purpose of the gift arc expressed in the following letter from

the Misses

To

the

Walker

Board of

Trustees of

Bowdoin

College,

Brunswick, Me., Rev.

William De Will Hyde, D.D., President:

—

We are desirous, with your permission, to erect and
Gentlemen
present to Bowdoin College, in memory of our uncle, Theophilus
Wheeler Walker, of Waltham, Mass., a building to be used exclusively
:

for art purposes.

Years ago, as you remember,
suitable

they

accommodation

in

compliment

for the pictures, the

now hang, was named

for

his

room

mother,

for a gift to provide
in the chapel,

"The

where

Sophia Walker

Gallery."

Knowing how inadequate

it

had become

for the proper exhibition

:

BOWIHHN COLLEGE
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and preservation of the collection which the college possesses, he had
lately

If

spoken of providing a permanent and suitable home for them.

meets with your approval, we wish

it

Very

to carry out his thought.

truly yours,

Mary Sophia Walker,
Harriet Sarah Walker.
Gore

At

Street,

Waltham, September

1,

1891.

a special meeting of the Boards the following votes were

passed

That the Boards accept with gratitude the generous proposition of Misses Mary Sophia and Harriet Sarah Walker to erect and
present to the college, in memory of their uncle, Theophilus Wheeler
Walker, late of Waltham, Mass., a building to be used exclusively for
Voted,

art purposes.

That the President and Professor Young of the Board of
Trustees, Messrs. Northern! and Moses of the Overseers, and Professor
George T. Little, of the Faculty, be a committee to co-operate with the
Misses Walker, with full power to act in respect to the location and
construction of this proposed Art Building.
Voted,

The committee met
the

the architects in Brunswick, and located

on the front of the campus, south of the main

building

The committee have

entrance, facing Appleton Hall.

Walker

the Misses

which met

in

their hearty

Waltham,

also

met

to consider the finished plans,

and unanimous approval.

by Messrs. McKim, Mead & White,
of New York, now in process of construction, is in form a rectangle, one hundred feet in length and fifty-six feet in width, with

The

building, designed

an extension

from grade

in the rear seventeen

line to top of cornice

portion of the structure

is

copper, the top of which

is

The

is

by

forty-five feet.

thirty-three feet.

The height
The central

surmounted by a dome covered with
fifty-three feet

from the ground.

The

materials used are granite, limestone, and brick.

base-course

is

to

be of white Concord granite.

The wall above

the base-course to the height of the basement story, the entire

middle portion of the facade, the pedestals, buttresses
entrance,
limestone.

quoins,

architraves,

The remaining

etc.,

at

the

are to be of buff Indiana

portions of the walls are to be of

.
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color,
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bond with wide

Flemish

laid

horizontal joints.

The main entrance

which and

consists of a loggia, in front of

supporting the wall above arc six carved Ionic columns of lime-

In the wall over these and upon either side of the central

stone.

arch

is

Niches, also, are located at the ends of

a circular niche.

the loggia for placing statuary.

The plan

symmetrical, being laid out on double axes.

is

In

the rear of the loggia, and occupying the central portion of the
building,

is

The

is

floor

by forty-two

the Sculpture Hall, twenty-nine

composed of brick and stone

feet.

Pen-

laid in pattern.

dentives, decorated in color, spring from four massive piers at the

Light

corners.

admitted through a sky-light at the top of the

is

dome, forty-seven feet above the floor.
Leading from the Sculpture Hall are the various

galleries.

At

the

the left, occupying the entire

Gallery, twenty-five by

Gallery, which

wing upon

At

feet.

fifty

At

be devoted to paintings.

The

lights.

Ample

light

is

Bowdoin

galleries will
is

the Sophia

walls and ceilings are

Lecture Hall, curator's and

are the

In addition to these are the boiler-room, lava-

The basement

tory, space for coal, storage, etc.

The building
electricity,

the

Boyd

received from above through large sky-

In the basement

students' rooms.

is

All the galleries

forty feet.

be finished throughout in oak.

plaster.

is

the rear of the hall

Wheeler Walker Gallery, twenty by
will

the right

Both of these

of the same size.

is

that side,

is

entirely

fire-proof,

is

lighted

A

and heated by indirect steam.

finished in ash.

throughout

by

thorough system of

ventilation has also been provided.

The

college has also received from the heirs of Richard \Y

sum of $1,104. lb, a volunthe known but unformulated

Shapleigh, of Brookline, Mass., the
tary contribution in pursuance of

wishes of Mr. Shapleigh.

The
bequest

first

use to which our

should

professors.

We

fessors are either

be

put

is

income from the Fayerweather

the increase

of

the

salaries

have a perfectly harmonious Faculty.

young men,

are devoted to the college,

or

men

in the

and expect

to

prime of

of the

The
life.

pro-

They

remain here for twenty
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Several of them have recently refused offers of

years to come.

larger salaries elsewhere.

In addition to the expenses of

the expenses for books and travel which a professor must

living,

make

in

order to keep in contact with the progressive

men and forward

Our

salaries at present

movements

in his

department are large.

An

are below those of the best academies.

and an increase

in the

amount allowed

increase of salaries,

each department for the

to

purchase of books for the college library should be the

first fruits

of one-half of the Fayerweather bequest.

Another object demanding immediate consideration
dition of the buildings

Owing

and grounds.

is

the con-

to the straightened

circumstances of the college the dormitories, which were as good as
the average college dormitory forty years ago, have been allowed

no longer

to decline until they are

who

fit

occupancy of persons

for the

are supposed to be under civilizing and refining influences.

Their dingy

and disfigured condition

accommodations afforded are primitive

invites

in the

comfort of body nor elevation of mind

is

The

contempt.

extreme, and neither

to

be had within their

walls.

We

do not need a new dormitory

at present.

Crowded

halls

upon the college grounds. The
The buildings
walls of the old buildings are solid and substantial.
are preferable to vacant rooms

need to be entirely remodeled within.

made

for a

Preparations have been

thorough reconstruction of Maine Hall the coming

New

new windows, new

summer.
heat and

electric light in

on every

floor will be provided.

floors,

partitions, with

steam

every room, and water and water-closets

Additional appropriations arc needed for the care of buildings
and grounds. The ethical influence of the buildings and grounds

which young men pass the formative years of their lives is very
Neatness, orderliness, and beauty should
great for good or evil.

in

be impressed upon them by every object that meets their eyes.

Expenditure

in this direction will

bring rich returns in the increased

decorum and dignity of the students.

The urgent need of the college at present is a scientific buildThe need has I0112; been felt, but while our funds for the
insr.
support of instruction were so inadequate,

it

seemed best

to seek

17
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the enlargement of the general fund, rather than expansion in the

Cardinal

Newman, "Have

a university in shanties,

but have great teachers in
to choose

The

and material appliances.

direction of buildings

it," is

—nay,

sound as long as

between men and buildings.

counsel of

it is

in tents,

necessary

The Fayerweather bequest

has given us partial and temporary relief in

support

the

of a

and the Garcelon bequest, when received, will
afford more adequate and permanent provision for the maintenance
teaching force;

of a sufficiently large and well-paid Faculty.
I have asked the professors

who have charge

of the scientific

departments to prepare statements of the condition and needs of
their departments,

and I commend

to the careful consideration of

the friends of the college the following extracts from their reports

:

Report from the Department of Chemistry.
Bowdoin College was one of

the

first

to recognize

the

fact

instruction in all branches of natural science could only be

when,

and didactic

to the text-book

It is true that

lecture,

that

effective

was added the laboratory.

Parker Cleaveland had no laboratory for his students,

American college in his day. But he was among the
and predict the development of chemical teaching in that

neither had any
to see

first

direction, and, although he never lived to see a chemical laboratory at

Bowdoin,

Adams

yet, but four years after his death,

pleted, a building

which he had longed and planned

Hall was comfor,

and which

contained, as a direct outcome of his teaching, a place for students

perform chemical experiments for themselves.
thirty years ago.

We

This was

t<>

in 1862, just

ought, perhaps, to take pride in the fact that, at

New England college, hardly excepting Harvard and
Yale, had so good a chemical laboratory.
It was meant to be used in
connection with the Senior lectures upon Chemistry, then
given
that time, no

conjointly to literary and medical students.

would accommodate
is the room now used as "Senior laboraelective Chemistry and Mineralogy of Senior
It

about twenty students, and

tory" for the courses

in

year.

To have

thus early

entered

upon laboratory teaching

at

a

time

when natural

science occupied a far less important place in the college

course than

now

it

does,

is

a record to be proud

of.

But when we are

compelled to add that, after thirty years of* such progress as we well
know, which has resulted in completely reversing the relative importance
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room and laboratory as then considered, we have nothing
better to show for a chemical laboratory than the one then constructed,
our pride is changed to humiliation.
But such are the facts. It is
true that, by removing a partition between two adjoining rooms, we
have a somewhat larger space than that old room afforded, into which
of lecture

students can be turned with the general statement that
but, to

No

it is

a laboratory,

any but an ignorant student, that statement requires explanation.
at least,

visitor,

is

encouraged

necessary to take him through

it,

enter that room, or,

to

no lingering

if

it

A

allowed.

is

is

far

room enough. Both laboratories
together will contain but fifty students,- when crowded to their utmost,
and even this number cannot do good work for lack of "elbow room."
When we remember that the course requires that two classes use the
laboratory every term, one of which is liable to contain more than
fifty, the lack of room is very apparent.
Of course the common
method of dividing a class maybe employed, and has been, but the great
more

serious difficulty

difficulty is that

a

full

is

there

is

not

laboratory course

possible to get four hours a

day

is

two hours, and

it is

never

for a single study without interfering

with some other, and the only other alternative

is to

shorten the course,

dividing the time between the two divisions of the class.

Now when we

talk of shortening the chemical course

and

another important point, bearing upon this matter;

we come

that

is,

to

that,

instead of shortening, the course needs lengthening, and that lengthen-

come soon if we would make
Chemistry must be begun earlier

ing must
be.

what it should
the course, and additional

the curriculum
in

electives offered, as soon as the time of the instructor will allow,
this will necessitate additional

A
The

room and

modern chemical laboratory does not

character of the space

the college

is

and bars attached
equipped building

to
is

consist simply of space.

of the greatest importance.

gymnasium was out

in the pine grove,

the trees were

demanded.

and

facilities.

all-sufficient,

In old days

where a few ropes
but

So, in chemistry at

now

first,

a well-

an empty

room of any description could be well used for a laboratory, but now it
must be made for the purpose from foundation to attic. Each kind of
chemical work, such as water analysis, gas analysis, organic analysis,

demands

for

its

proper teaching, not only

special

apparatus,

but

special rooms.

Bowdoin College is not a
university and does not intend to be one, but it does aim to give a
complete college education, and, to do this, must be able to illustrate
I do

not lose

sight of the fact that

;
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each science

Professor Cleaveland was able to do what he did

fully.

because of his

in science, not only

he was given

facilities for

rank at that time.

this

land

colleges

responded

It

own remarkable

work exceeding

These

ability,

but because

those in other colleges of

New Eng-

facts are appreciated in other

Yale,

not here.

demand, and

to the

built or are

may

if

10

Amherst, Williams, Tufts have

either

have new laboratories already

arranging for them.

be said that well-equipped chemical laboratories are more

No

suited for technical schools than literary colleges.

be greater.

mistake could

we have seen
and away from the

Indeed, I believe that the great rush which

during the last few years
colleges, is largely

due

believe that the time

is

technical

to

schools

such attitudes taken by colleges, and

to just

wave,

ripe for the returning

A

improve their opportunities.

great

many

if

I

colleges will but

students

in

technical

schools to-day have no taste for or desire to pursue a technical career.

A

college education

is

what they need and would

take, provided the

colleges gave opportunities for a better training in science than they

have given.

But, as long as

laboratories than the colleges,

so

how

many

high

schools

have better

can they expect to attract students

from such schools?

we need a new chemical building
Because we have not room enough for our present course.
Because we must soon add to our course and cannot do

In brief, then,
1st.

2d.

it

without more laboratory room.
3d.

Our

present rooms are not only not large enough but not of

the right kind as to location and arrangement.

We

are the worst

colleges with

which we wish

4th.

5th.

Our

off, in

this

respect, of all

New

Kngland

to compare ourselves.
come largely from high schools and, as they
they must see that our facilities for instruction are

students

visit the college,

distinctly superior to those in their schools.

6th.

We

must be able

appearance and

to

make our

course

superior,

both

in

fact, to the technical schools.

Report from Depart ment of Physics.
Scientific

tion should be

men

are, at present,

in

the view

mainly by the laboratory method, and

should give place to the syllabus

manipulation

unanimous

rather than results

that

that the text-book

of experiments, giving

— recognizing

instruc-

that

student of a fact that he himself reaches inductively

method

of

the value to the
is

vastly greater

;
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than the same taken upon authority.

on Physics, that have been brought
there

but one that

is

one, as far as

author

is

There

I

to

Among
my notice

the dozen

new books

in the hist

four years,

not based upon the laboratory method, and that

is

can learn,

used only in the college in which

is

its

a professor.
at present in

is,

New

England, a number of high schools

Bowdoin College
we
have had, and from any of them we may have, students. Compare
ourselves with Phillips Exeter Academy, where a physical laboratory

better prepared to give instruction in Physics than

and the number

is

was,

since,

not

long

established

is

From some

rapidly increasing.

a

at

cost

of

of these schools

about $10,000

the building alone.

It is a substantial building of brick.

basement, high and

light, provides

photometric work.

It also

ments requiring great

piers for the support of instru-

Above

stability.

this

basement

is

a large lecture

room, surrounded by long tables, at which thirty or forty students

work

at a time, store-rooms for apparatus,

instructor, the

We
the

and a private room

may

for the

whole being well-furnished with apparatus.

have, for a physical laboratory, a small room, sufficient for

accommodation of

ratus

for

cemented

room for magnetic, electrical, and
contains a workshop for the making and

There are firm

repair of apparatus.

A

be taken

experiment for

six students, provided that each piece of appa-

down and packed away as soon as
which it was used is finished.
This

particular

the
is

particularly

wasteful of time and destructive of apparatus, which should be set up
all and not thereafter disturbed.
There is no place in the
room where an ordinary galvanometer can be set up and have its
needle ever come to rest.
The only place firm onough for the use of a

once for

chemical balance

is

appear

how

simple

experiments.

added

the window-seat.

impossible

to

it is

It is,

From

these statements

it

will

attempt any but the roughest and most

most of

to the natural difficulties of his

all,

discouraging when one has

problems, greater

difficulties

in

his surroundings.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A PHYSICAL LABORATORY.

The

first

requirement

is

that

it

should be a firm building

a factory intended for heavy machinery, so that

its

as firm as

walls can everywhere

be used for the support of apparatus requiring moderate
floors should

;

stability.

Its

be so supported as to be as free as possible from vibration.

It should consist of

two

stories

and a basement.

The basement should

be cemented and divided into a number of rooms by brick walls.

These rooms are

for

electrical

and magnetic work, and should be
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furnished with piers with stone caps for the support of instruments.

Each room should be supplied with gas and water and a small soapstone
sink.
One room should be fitted as a workshop and be furnished with
Another should contain a gas,
sets of wood and metal- working tools.
steam, or petroleum engine, and at least two types of dynamo machine
and a storage battery.

The
a small

first floor

office,

and papers
the

greater

should contain a vestibule and coat room combined

where the instructor

may

keep his books of reference

a store-room for apparatus not in use.

;

part

by movable

seats

This will leave

one large room, which will be a

of this floor in

The middle

combination of lecture room and laboratory.
will be occupied

;

;

two

sides

of the floor

and one end of the room

which students may work at
the elementary laboratory experiments.
The remaining end will be

by long

fixed

tables,

at both sides of

occupied by the lecture table and cases for storing lecture apparatus,

and behind the lecture table should be an area of blank white wall
for lantern views.

The windows should

shutters, connected in a system,

may

one point, so that the room

The second

all

be provided with light-tight

and operated

all

at once

from some

be instantly darkened.

story will furnish space for advanced students and for

the growth of the department.

books

library of reference

serve as a recitation

room

for

Here should be a room

and current pamphlets,
advanced

set apart for a

which

will also

classes.

Plain, substantial buildings for these departments can be built
at an expense of

The more economical way,

$15,000 apiece.

both for construction and maintenance, would be to construct a
single scientific building for the three departments.

The general

plan of such a building would be a three-story building
center, having ball,
floor,

floors.

coat-rooms and

private

in

rooms on the

the
first

and the department of biology on the second and third
From this central building two wings, of two stories each,

would contain the departments of physics and chemistry.
Each
wing would have the main laboratory and lecture room on the
first floor, and the special and private laboratories on the second
floor.
Such a building, adequate for all scientific purposes for a
century to come, could be built

in a

plain

and substantial manner

for $40,000.

Our need

of such

a

building

is

urgent

— even

desperate.
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Within a year the Brunswiek High School

will

modations for laboratory work

than Bowdoin College

have unless

will

mend an

in science

have better accom-

Yet

this building is provided.

I cannot

recom-

The payment of

appropriation from our general funds.

adequate salaries to secure and retain the best instructors

And

necessity.

first

this

principal to the erection,

impossible,

is

if

and our income

we

appropriate our

to the

equipment and

the

friends of the college,

and

inefficiency of our present inadequate equipment.

have professors

the

The building must come from
we must endure the humiliation

maintenance of new buildings.

We

is

or

in these

departments,

and

resources, skilled in teaching,

at the

who

are fertile in

same time have won

national recognition by their ability in analysis, experiment, and

We owe to them as well

exploration.

as to ourselves the adequate

equipment of these departments.
In

our new astronomical observatory

building,

thoroughly adapted to

its

we have

To

the

many

erection the college

is

friends

scientific

purpose of instruction, yet

not so large as to be a source of serious expense for
ance.

a

who generously

its

mainten-

contributed to

its

profoundly grateful.

This and the gymnasium have drawn so largely upon the generosity of the alumni at large that
to

solicit

new

subscriptions for a

hope that some wealthy friend
for the scientific building

;

it

does not seem just or wise

building at present.

will give us the

or that three

Let us

$40,000 outright

may be found who

will

contribute $15,000 each toward the three laboratories.

In the near future the college will require four additional professorships.

renders

broad a

it

The

increasing

importance of modern languages

impossible for one person to take entire charge of so

The

field.

college has sent

Mr. George T.

ate of the college in the class of 1889, to

himself to give instruction in

German

Files, a gradu-

Germany

in the college

on

to

prepare

his return.

had spent one year of graduate study in Johns Hopkins
University, and had taught with marked success one year in the

Mr.

Files

hoped that the endowment of a professorship of
German language and literature will enable us to retain him per-

college.

It

is

manently as professor

in that

department.
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professorship of geology and mineralogy will soon be a

necessity, as the scientific departments are already too

tracted

by the

chair.

It

would, however, be useless to expand in

third department

of sociology.

This

to the front,

and most

to

At

mankind.

dis-

diversity of subjects that are connected with each

until a suitable scientific building

The

much

is

is

this direction

provided.

which must soon be established

the line of study

now most

is

that

rapidly coining

rich in promise of practical beneficial results

present the professor of history gives about one-

half his time to this subject

;

but history and sociology are each

worthy of independent recognition, and should have the undivided
time and strength of a professor.

The

fourth department deserving separate recognition

is

rhetoric

Mr. Tolman, who has given the entire instruction
department for the past two years, by his enthusiasm,
and devotion, not only to the subject, but also to the

and elocution.
in this
fidelity,

individual needs of the students has
to the college.

At

made

himself indispensable

the expiration of his term of instructorship

the college should retain his services in a permanent position.

The

orderly and gentlemanly behavior of the students through-

out the year has rendered discipline unnecessary.

The two or

three

attempts to revive the barbarous customs of bygone days were

promptly and
this action

effectively

rebuked by the college jury.

Aside from

on the part of the jury, taken of their own accord, with-

out suggestion or influence from the Faculty, there has been no
occasion whatever for discipline.

A

common

desire

on the part

of Faculty and students to promote the interests, advance the work,

and protect the good name of the

college,

is

the sole and all-suf-

power upon which we rely for the maintenance of good
order in the college.
During the year no penalty beyond private

ficient

admonition or notification of parents has been found necessary.

And

even these cases have

all

arisen out of the attempt to con-

tinue customs which the students have regarded from their point

of view as a sort of hereditary privilege,

maintain.

been

The only

inflicted

discipline of a

during the past

more

five years

not to say duty, to

serious nature that has

has been the advice,
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intended to be taken, that three students should quietly withdraw

from the college.

During the winter term a course of lectures has been given
on teaching.
Rev. A. E. Winship, editor of the Journal of
Education, opened the course with a lecture on the present public
school crisis.
A lecture by Principal George C. Purington, of
the Farmington Normal School, had to be postponed on account
Mr. D. O. S. Lowell, of the Roxbury
of illness in his family.

Mr.

Latin School, gave a lecture on the ideal teacher.

Robinson, of the Dudley School, Boston, lectured on the

W.

A.

signifi-

cance of recent changes in courses of study in the Boston grammar

Mr. H. G. Kittredge, editor of the Boston Journal of
Commerce, gave an exhaustive and impartial exposition of the
tariff on wool and woolens, illustrating the lecture with samples

schools.

of

all

grades of goods included in the schedule of

tariff

on these

articles.

Rev. James S. Williamson addressed the Young Men's Chris-

and Rev. A. F. Dunnels, of Bath,

tian Association of the college,

addressed the students on the day of prayer for colleges.

A

beginning has been made in University Extension.

sor Robinson has given

and one

Gardiner.

in

Profes-

two courses in chemistry, one in Augusta,
A course begun in Rockland by Professor

Chapman was completed by

Professor Robinson.

The

success of

these lectures warrants a continuance of the plan under the

same

that no professor shall give

more

limitation as this year, viz.

:

than two courses of six lectures each in a year.
cost the college nothing.

The

limit of twelve lectures prevents

serious interference with the regular

The

These lectures

work of

college instruction.

contact of the college with the outside world

is

a mutual

advantage.

The

expedition to Labrador conducted by Professor

Lee was

one of the most carefully planned, successfully executed, and
entifically

sci-

productive explorations ever conducted by an American

college.

The
selves
classes

intellectual interests of the students

in

the

for

formation and maintenance

study

and

discussion.

have expressed themof several clubs and

The Chemical Club,

the
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Psychical Society, the Republican Club, a class for the study of

Dante, and a class for the study of the Bible are evidences of an
interest in study for its

requirement.

The

own

sake, outside the

bounds of college

students and the families of the professors have

been brought into closer relations by gatherings, partly
partly social, at the

homes of the

In financial prosperity,
study, and in intellectual

honor

to report

in

life,

literary,

professors.

gentlemanly deportment,
the year for which I

in

diligent

now have

the

marks a decided advance upon those which have

preceded.

WILLIAM DeWITT HYDE.
Brunswick, Me., June

3,

1892.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.
To

the Visiting

Gentlemen,

Committee

—The

:

number of volumes now

in the library is

48,967 inclusive of 3,600 books belonging to the Medical School.
The accessions for the past twelve months has been 1930 volumes.

Of

these accessions

994 were purchased

at

an average cost of

$1.62, 135 were obtained by binding periodicals and pamphlets,

145 by exchange of duplicates, and 556 were presented by various
Among these gifts should be mentioned a complete set
donors.
of Bibliotheca

Romanorum Teubneriana from

Prof. E.

M.

Pease,

one hundred volumes from the library of the late Dr. Fordyce
Barker,

many

recent publications from Charles

W.

Pickard, Class

Henry T. Cummings,

of 1857, medical and other works from

Class of 1841, and scientific volumes from the library of the late

Dr. D. H. Storer, Class of 1822.

Among

the purchases

may

be

mentioned Transactions of the Royal Society of Great Britain,
several volumes needed to complete our set of the Prince Society,

complete

sets

of the Records of the Past, and of the Saturday

Review.

By

exchange the library has received the major part of

the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, in upwards of sixty volumes.

Annual Appropriation.

Though

a larger

amount than ever before has been expended

upon the purchase of books, several departments of instruction
are still hampered by the inability of the librarian to procure the
volumes they need.
So pressing has been this demand for books
that the major portion of the special
supplies

was turned

aside to

meet

it.

appropriation for library
It

is

impossible to supply

the deficiencies of the past and to keep abreast with the present

without a largely increased income.

That

this

ought to come from
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book funds rather than from annual appropriations

The

care which

and service
State,

constantly taken to

is

collection of aid

inquiring students both within and without the

to all

whether connected

with

the college

believed, eventually bear fruit in this

endowment of

make our

obvious.

is

or

not,

will,

much-needed increase

Until that time arrives,

the library.

make

necessary for the Boards to

it

it

is

in tin 1

will

be

the annual appropriations as

large as they can consistently with the needs of other departments.

For the ensuing year $1,500 is
a normal and natural growth of

the least

amount

that will ensure

the library.

Expenditures.

The itemized

bills

on

at the Treasurer's office are roughly

file

classified in the following statement, to

show the character of the

expenditures and the sources of the library's income

EXPENDITURES.

RECEIPTS.

Appropriation,

:

Books,

$1,200.00

$1,615.00

Bond Fund,

410.00

Binding,

280.00

Sibley Fund,

142.00

Periodicals,

168.00

General Library Fund,

162.00

Transportation,

50.00

Library supplies,

93.00

Smyth Fund,
Ayer Fund,
Sherman Fund,

84.00

Sales of duplicates,

98.00

60.00

$2,206.00

50.00

$2,206.00
Circulation.

The
of

number of volumes loaned has been 5,706,

total

many hundreds from

This decrease

is

the

circulation of the

a decrease

preceding year.

largely due to the restrictions placed

upon the

circulation of certain books reserved for particular classes.

By

the

introduction of electric light, for which hearty thanks are due the
treasurer, the library has been

hours every evening and
the winter afternoons.

its

The

made

available to the students

two

usefulness greatly increased during

library hours

compare favorably with

those of any similar institution in the country, and the freedom of
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proves to be an important factor

in

its

usefulness.

Instruction in Bibliography.

The

fact that only five out of the fifty leading colleges

universities in the

ography

is

United States

offer formal

and

instruction in bibli-

perhaps sufficient reason for reporting somewhat in
given last

detail the course

fall

term to the portion of the Junior

The

numbered twentyfour men, and their instructor relinquished to me one hour a week
Meeting the class in their
of the time devoted to that study.
usual recitation room I attempted in twelve lectures, which never
class that elected

English History.

division

occupied more than forty-five minutes each, to go over the more

"Book of the
Dark Ages," and " The Inven-

Three, entitled the

important parts' of the science.

Augustan Age," the "Book of the
tion of Printing," were given to what Professor Davis, of the
Only one,
University of Michigan, styles historical bibliography.
in

which especial attention was directed

ples of cataloguing,

was devoted

to the

elementary princi-

to material bibliography.

Had

time allowed, however, this would have been supplemented by a

with

modern book.

The

paper, type, and the manufacture of the

second, dealing

eight remaining lectures, several of

them

quite informal in their character, were given to intellectual

bibli-

ography.

One was on English

History, planned with especial

reference to the needs of this particular class.

In the others I

followed in the main the classification of our library.
case the class
ticable,

was provided with

syllabuses, and,

In every

whenever prac-

with references to passages in books treating more fully

of the subjects touched on.

A

few moments of each hour was

spent in writing answers to questions on the lecture of the pre-

ceding week.
tical

work

was given

in

The hour following
bibliography in the

was spent in praccollege library.
Each student
the lecture

a particular question connected either with the subject

just lectured

upon or with the period of English History the

was then studying.

class

In his note-book he was told to put down not

only the results but the methods of his work, e.g.,
consulted, whether found to be of assistance or not.

titles

of books

This require-
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ment enabled me

make more

to

effective suggestions for his future

examined

assistance as the note-books were

The

exercise.

at the close of each

shown by

character of the exercise will be

questions asked.

Having occasion

in

my

the

talk on the invention of

printing to quote Carlyle's rhetorical paragraph on the relative

importance of

this

event and the victories of Tamerlane,

I

asked

one student to find and verify the passage in the author's works

:

another to search his writings for tributes to the importance of

books and libraries

winning
"

his

;

a third to show that while Tamerlane was

bloody victories, Gutenberg could not have been

playing ninepins in the streets of Mentz "

who Walter

to find out

topics

more

closely

the Penniless was.

connected with the

was asked
Others were assigned
;

a fourth

subject

matter of the

lecture, e.g., a list of the incunabula in the college library;

changes made in the printing press.

the

Besides these questions given

for practice in the library, each student

was required

to

spend at

upon the preparation of a bibliographical essay on
Illustrative of the work done in this direcan assigned subject.
#
least six hours

tion

may

be mentioned a

list

of novels treating of the history

and scenery of Maine, with a brief characterization of each, and a
well-planned and carefully-annotated catalogue of text-books and
treatises

which a teacher of Greek should

strive to

of the final examination paper on the lectures

is

own.

A

copy

presented with

While the result of the course was satisfactory, I
believe that more can be accomplished by requiring from every
undergraduate a portion of the ground traversed and by making
Thus all might gain an introthe remainder entirely elective.
duction to, and a few win a true acquaintance with the world of
this report.

books.

Art Collections.
I have to report an important addition to our art and also to

our memorial collections in the medallion portrait of the late Rev.

George B. Cheever, D.D., of the
brother,

class of

Rev. Henry T. Cheever, of the

1825, presented by
class of

1834.

his

The

erection of the magnificent building which the college owes to the

munificence of the Misses Walker, marks a most important era in
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the history of the art collections, and can hardly
their rapid

growth and increased usefulness

fail

to lead to

to the public.

To

provide for the expenses incidental to removing the casts and to
re-varnishing certain of the paintings, I earnestly

appropriation of $200.
future

may have

That

their care

recommend an

and exhibition

in the

the benefit of increased thought and attention

which other members of the Faculty are better able

to give than

myself, I respectfully resign the curatorship of the Art Collections.

GEO.

T.

LITTLE,
Librarian.

Brunswick, Me., June

6, 181)2.

